Steven Prince
Project Director / Business Operations
Project Director Steven Prince is a licensed private investigator and computer forensic expert partnered with a former Special
Agent of the FBI. He has managed and investigated hundreds of major cases ranging from white collar crime to complex
business litigation involving millions of dollars. The majority of his career has focused on computer forensics, incident
response and prevention, data recovery, password recovery, electronic surveillance systems, evidence preservation, physical
security and data analytics.
COMPUTER FORENSICS PROJECT EXPERIENCE
 Lead investigator in major Antitrust criminal investigation involving over nine-hundred boxes of documents seized
from several corporations. Developed organization plan, electronic database with scanned images of every page,
keyword searching and analytics. Participated and testified in trial which resulted in a favorable jury verdict on all
counts.


Lead investigator in major employment litigation involving theft of electronic information. Preserved and analyzed
evidence and discovered that information was in fact stolen prior to an employee’s departure giving the company its
needed leverage to pursue action.



Lead investigator in major public domain case regarding the possible bribery of an independent expert witness.
Plaintiffs submitted a forensic report that claimed evidence was tampered with, because the evidence was favorable
to Defendants. Upon inspection of forensic evidence, Steven determined that the report was not tampered with and
the Plaintiff’s forensic examiner provided a false report. The Judge agreed and the case was subsequently settled.

COMPUTER FORENSIC GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE
 Consulted with Special Agents in the FBI, IRS and Secret Service regarding computer forensic matters.


Consulted with State and Local law enforcement computer forensic experts.



Court appointed independent computer forensic expert



Authorized by court to image, store and analyze digital contraband materials.

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
 Managed day to day operations of Private Investigative firm to include:
 IT infrastructure
 Accounting, Banking, Budgeting
 Case Management
 Data Management and Information Security

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Encase Incident Response, Forensic Analysis and Discovery Certificate
AccessData Forensic Boot Camp Certificate
AccessData Intermediate Computer Forensics
AccessData Internet Forensics

Washington, DC
Ohio BCI, Richfield, Ohio
Ohio BCI, Richfield, Ohio
New York FBI Office

MISCELLANEOUS
 Notary Public, State of Ohio
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